Fraternity Frosch
Kept in Dorms

The IT administration through the Vice-President of Finance, Treasurers has recently notified fraternities on campus that forcing the right to assign freshmen who want to live in the dormitories, housing they feel in appropriate. As a consequence of this de- cision, the nine fraternities on cam- pus will be required to pay a sub- sidy of approximately $32,000 to cover full and partial room and board contracts signed by freshmen pledg- ees. Many pledgees are being asked to leave their respective fraternities and fill up the dormitories, while quite a few others will be obliged to return from their housing contracts.

Last spring the North Central Association Assessment Board visited IT in addition to the in- terview of extended accreditation, the results of their findings with an accompanying commentary from the President was recently re- leased. Being too lengthy for total publication, the main points are summarized here.

The Board praised IT's impressive growth from a relatively small campus on a on-going basis. The Board also praised IT for its ability to develop new programs and move them ahead. Mentioned were the advanced placement Biology Department in the last three to five years, and the organization of the School of Finance. The President was commended on his capacity as a able faculty and on his ability to develop effective relations with others.

The president responded to the Board's positive comment by indicating that IT is now well on its way to achieving its goals and that the administration is committed to continuing its efforts. He also noted that the administration is committed to maintaining a high standard of excellence in all areas of the institution.

North Central Reviews IIT

Bog Reopens
for "Trial Run"

Wednesday night, September 27, the Bog was open for the first time this semester. As a result of a joint effort by IIT Student Council President William Demmer and members of the Technology News staff, a special "trial run" for the under-ground canteen was conducted starting at seven thirty pm. Despite virtually no promotion, many students made their way into the north end of the facility for their first visit. The crowd consisted of students, faculty, and visitors.

The event was a success, with the majority of attendees enjoying the environment and the food. The Bog was well-stocked with a variety of beverages and snacks, and the atmosphere was lively and enjoyable.

In this Issue

The Bog reopens. See story above.

Environmental Engineering Program explained. Look on page 5.

Chicago journalist William Frosch, former leader of the Illinois Democratic convention rebels, spoke in a crowd in the IIT campus chapel, Sunday, October 27.
The Politics: The Haas Report

With the presidential election just a few weeks away, the campaign speeches and posters are being made like they were going out of style. There is one seat of campaign prominence, though, that are more important right now to IT's students than all the others.

These promises were made by the present Association of Tech Students president, Chuck Haas, last April during a "candidate" debate with his presidential opponent Kurt Kratzer.

It's important to realize, of course, that the situation of IT's community changes, so that one or more of Haas's proposals may be out of order or impossible to implement. On the other hand, some may be even more relevant now than they were before, such as the "satisfaction house" in the Common's suggestion, new with the bug class in a separate recreation room, at least for the present, becomes more in line with what is needed. In any case, it should be interesting to see how closely one candidate who is already in office will follow his campaign platform.

The following are excerpts of comments made by Chuck Haas during the debate with Kratzman on March 31, last April.

"One thing which I was getting myself concerned with now is practical to achieve early in our next session is a five-night-a-week coffeehouse, probably in the basement of the Commons. I think there is a very definite potential in that. The people I've talked to that we could get a legal license.

On particular and discipline:

"I'd like to see a definite formation of a judicial and disciplinary committee to protect the students. Right now the disciplinary committee is essentially a closed committee consisting of people appointed by the president of the university. I think that has got to change. I'd like to see students essentially having more say over their lives, more control over personal hours. I think each dorm should have the right to decide what personal hours it wants no part-time hours, 24.7 whatever."

On alcohol and beverages:

"I'd like to see the elimination of the superficial IT regulation which prohibits students over 21 from having alcoholic beverages in the dorms."

On student government:

"One thing which I'd like to see done next year and I intend to do is to set up and get started. I am now in a position to incorporate ATI and make ATI a legal entity independent of IT. We would be able to negotiate with them on an independent basis and we would not have to report to the Dean of Students. I'd like to get some student of financial status, and I do think that it benefits students."
Crystal Lake: The Other IIT

Vandercook is Accredited

Science Information Provides Flexibility

Technology News
Fraternity Freshmen: People or Pawns?

In an effort to maintain financial stability, this university has adopted a hard-line attitude toward the fraternities which may eventually hurt this school a deal more than it will help it.

Any college that hopes to make short-term successes by balancing its fiscal books at the expense of its fraternities is inviting disaster in the long run. By not releasing pledges from their dorm contracts, they are placing a financial burden on the individual fraternities that some may not be able to stand forever. With many fraternities operating below their break-even point in terms of numbers of house residents, to require a large percentage of their pledge class to pay the dormitory room & board fee and have the fraternity pay their living expenses may be a double expense few can afford.

Even more harmful is the administration's decision to clear several houses of all their pledges because of their failure to make part of their mortgage payments. This almost ensures the eventual collapse of these fraternities since their major source of new funds is effectively eliminated.

A group of empty fraternity houses and the rest struggling under oppressive financial burdens is definitely not what the IIT needs, especially at a time when enrollment is down. A prospective freshman will think twice before selecting a college that offers fewer and fewer life styles other than those who live in dormitory type of living.

The freshmen are particularly vulnerable to the policies set up by the school in regard to housing. Virtually all the freshmen who sign housing contracts are sent to them in early spring before entering IIT do not realize that they are signing a binding legal contract; the small print at the bottom is read and understood by very few. Again, those wishing to pledge and the fraternities they are interested in are no longer the only factors; the possibility of being held to a contract by the school a constant concern for all involved.

Perhaps the most crucial issue

at stake here, however, concerns the administration's contention that it has the final decision as to where a student may live if he chooses to live on campus. This implies that a person who has not signed a contract with the Housing Office and who wishes to live in a fraternity may be forced to live in the dormitories regardless of any legal commitment. This may just be the case with several freshmen this year.

The implication of all this reduces to two basic questions that must be asked and answered. The sooner the better. First, does this school consider the fraternity system, its life style, and the contributions it makes to the college important enough to incur short-run financial penalties? Second, and probably more important, should IIT have the final decision as to where freshmen may live on campus, should IIT leave that up to the individual?

Perhaps this institute already has the answers. On page 24 of the Student Handbook it states: "As an IIT freshman student, you are expected to accept responsibility and conduct yourself in such a manner as to reflect credit upon yourself, your colleagues, your parents, and IIT." This newspaper fully agrees.

Letter

To the Editor:

Do you know anyone who has lost two hearts, two brains, four arms, twenty fingers, and is both male and female? Neither do I. But Dennis L. Hathfeld does! He is, in fact, one of the rarest beings on earth, the androdyne, a creature somewhere between the male and female sex.

Dennis L. Hathfeld was born without the usual sex organs, and generally treated like a child. But Dennis has always been different. He has always been a fighter, always ready to face any challenge that comes his way. He has always been the leader of his fraternity, always ready to step up to the plate when needed.

Dennis L. Hathfeld is a true androdyne, a rare and precious being. He is a true example of what the world needs today. He is a true inspiration to all of us.

Sincerely,
Daniel J. Castello

The Bog: Open!

The Bog is open... sort of. Last Wednesday, the administration conducted a sort of "dry run" of what the Bog could be, and indeed ought to be, every night of the week. There was virtually no publicity of the reopening, save that provided by this newspaper in the form of posters hung in the upstairs cafeteria area. Word of the reopening spread mostly by oral rumors through the cafeteria and other student gathering places, like the information Processing Center in Stuart and the WIT studios.

Yet despite all this, there was a turnout Wednesday night. A fairly sizable group of students made it to the business to open and stay there long enough to convince the administration that Hermann Hall's underground cafeteria CAN work, if it is only given a chance.

The question that remains to be answered is whether or not the IIT officials will follow up on their Wednesday night gamble. We have shown that we are interested enough in the Bog to patronize it; now it is up to the administration officials to keep it open for us. But the administration says it still needs more information.

The fact that all those people showed up last week is quite enough, because we have to know what is needed to keep those people coming back.

For a change, we want you, the students, to write something for us, the newspaper, to read. What do you want from the Bog? Is food enough? Or do you want some kind of entertainment as well? What kind of entertainment?

These are the kinds of questions the administration wants answered before they consider reopening the Bog on a permanent basis.

Since opinion polls are usually only answered by fanatics or people running an opinion poll this week. Instead of members of our staff will be carrying questionnaires around the campus this week, collecting opinions, which will be published at a later date. Remember, what you say in these questionnaires counts for something, this time the administration is really listening, they are the ones who asked us to take this poll.

So the Bog is nearly open again. There's not much work left to do. Let us hear from you now.
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Announcements

Personal: The Bog Opens

Free Your Mind

Wednesday evening at Sevina’s “Sorcery and Soul” will be the event of the week. It is a night of free expression and exploration. The night will feature a variety of performances, including poetry readings, live music, and interactive workshops. The event is open to all, and everyone is encouraged to participate in any way they feel comfortable. Come to Sevina’s for a night of letting go and embracing your true self.

Tech Convention

The Tech Convention is this weekend and is sure to be a hit. It is a celebration of all things tech, from the latest gadgets to the most innovative ideas. The convention will feature a variety of workshops, panels, and keynote speeches. Come to the convention for a chance to learn from the best in the tech industry and be inspired by the latest trends.

The American Institute of Engineers

The American Institute of Engineers is hosting a panel discussion on the future of engineering. The panel will feature leading experts in the field, discussing the challenges and opportunities facing the industry. The event is open to all, and everyone is encouraged to attend and participate in the discussion.

Young Vendors for the President

Young Vendors for the President is a program for young people who want to learn about the political process. Participants will have the opportunity to meet with politicians and learn about the various roles within the government. The program is open to all young people, and everyone is encouraged to participate.

Engineer a Meadowlark

The Meadowlark Festival is this weekend, and it is sure to be a hit. The festival features a variety of activities, including music, games, and food. Come to the festival for a chance to enjoy the beauty of nature and connect with others who share your passion.

Student organizations are invited to submit announcements of activities for publication in Technology News. Deadline for announcements is Monday for Friday’s issue.

Karr’s Comments

You should keep your program director in a more secure, locked studio.

Home and while I think about it, I see that other neat stuff too.

Attention: Any person interested in forming a group and who are into Emperor, Lake, and Palmer Jazz, and rock, rock. Contact Phil Kappo Philkappo@yahoo.com or 702-969-5725. I am a drummer with good background and I can play the flute. Ask for George D. West.

Mom: Have a Happy Birthday in the Big B’ September 30th. We miss you. Love, E.Loan and The Cats.

Anyone interested in learning how to arrange a dance in 30 seconds, contact the big T at Keating High School.

There’s something really more rewarding than others.

What does Linda have to say about your spotted chest? — The Babe

My fourth year at ILI was in 1973, I was well versed.

AAX House

No one of you probably think of yourselves as owners rather than the players of guitars (or vice versa). But either way it’s OK, because the Bog has a location in the basement of the music store, and you can have a guitar workshop this Wednesday evening, Oct. 3, at 8 pm. There are players lined up all stages of ability (one who started playing in last year). So there is no need to be embarrassed. Guitar players of all abilities are welcome to come and share their skills. Thanks.

At one time in your life, you have something without either, whether it be a new recording technique, a new line, or maybe a new line. The more of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.

We can only reconvene with a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album. The series of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.

You can only reconvene with a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album. The series of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.

You can only reconvene with a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album. The series of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.

You can only reconvene with a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album. The series of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.

You can only reconvene with a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album and a song of a complete album. The series of the evening will be a sing along with a wide variety of two-thousand songs that the night or backing or that place where you never heard it before.
All This and Free Wine...
by Jim Young

[Article continues from page 8]

Baseball

(can't continue from page 8)

days earlier, the Tewhawks honored St. Xavier twice, 8-6 and 11-8, Sept. 14. Though the team was not "at its best," the Hawks showed well. The blueprint called for a healthy dose of experimentation, and to that end, Coach Klein started two entirely different ball clubs, mixing veterans with rookies. The combinations were effective. Defensive errors hurt in the doubleheader, a common problem with teams on the long haul, but the Hawks were in control all the way. Bill Corvino struck out eight batters in three innings, giving up three hits and one run. Hot in complete command, the situation appeared to be an overwhelming pitchout, but Bill反倒 got away with it.

Another sharp hitter was Mike Gaggioli, who despite some arm and physical problems, was hitting. Fast in a two-running dive, He allowed no runs, one hit.

First game jitters caused some difficulties for a new of the players, but the veterans played well. Johnny Rodgers was four for six in the two games. He's a good contact, singles hitter, as is rookie Bob Delaney. John Janzen, a solid playmaker, had good contact, and in the field did well. Paul Wasniewski was busy fielding and making catches. Claude Nelson made a home run.

The Hawks next game is at 7:30, much too important for Fall Practice to be a distraction, though anything but the coaches are making some mental notes in the notebook for starting positions. Bill Graffam was surprised when thrown into the corner by the coaches as a starting candidate. If Graffam moves to short, that would leave first base to Craig Dehnav, and Bruce Granger, when the latter is not hitting. Oppo- sitions at short are Bob Dickey and Phil Wasniewski. Johnny Rodgers figures to help at third positions in the outfield, at second base, and catching.

Attention has to be paid to the mound, where much of the story of the Tewhawks season lies. Rahm and Caton look to be the key men here.

Back to the well. The Tewhawks had a difficult Wednesday on the 17th, against the Owls. Wednesday, the Tewhawks beat Northwestern, Illinois University for a pair. Fall Practice will come to a close next Saturday, October 7, against St. Francis.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

In Technology News
For information come to TN offices Room 127-129
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CAN A DRINK THAT HELPED DEFEAT THE JAPANESE SECRET SERVICE IN WORLD WAR II, HELP YOU GET THROUGH COLLEGE?

Answer the ten questions of the Brass Monkey Undergraduate Scholarship Contest and win a year's tuition to college.

The Ten Undergraduate Questions

1. What was the name of the informal secret society that was aimed at making the student body more responsible and disciplined? A. The Brass Monkey B. The Egypt Club C. The Secret Society D. The Omega Kappa Club

2. Who was the organizer of this secret society? A. H. E. Baskett B. E. H. Baskett C. H. E. Baskett D. A. H. Baskett

3. What was the main objective of the Brass Monkey Club? A. To promote student welfare B. To maintain discipline C. To encourage social activities D. To provide financial aid

4. If the Brass Monkey was a society with members who could not be traced, who was their leader? A. H. E. Baskett B. E. H. Baskett C. H. E. Baskett D. A. H. Baskett

5. What was the name of the secret society that was modeled after the Brass Monkey? A. The Brass Monkey B. The Egypt Club C. The Secret Society D. The Omega Kappa Club

6. How was the Brass Monkey Club organized? A. It was organized by a group of students B. It was organized by a single individual C. It was organized by a group of teachers D. It was organized by a group of students and faculty

7. Where was the Brass Monkey Club originally located? A. In the United States B. In Japan C. In Europe D. In the Middle East

8. During World War II, what was the principal form of commerce in Moscow? A. Food and clothing B. Construction materials C. Military equipment D. Underground economy

9. Where was the name of the secret society spelled? A. The Brass Monkey B. The Egypt Club C. The Secret Society D. The Omega Kappa Club

10. What was the name of the secret society that was modeled after the Brass Monkey? A. The Brass Monkey B. The Egypt Club C. The Secret Society D. The Omega Kappa Club

About a year and a half ago, I learned about a drink called the Brass Monkey. It's made from a secret recipe that I learned from an old friend of H. E. Baskett, who was supposed to be the Brass Monkey himself. I was interested in exploring the history and origins of this drink, especially its links to World War II and the secret society that inspired it.

The Brass Monkey Club was formed in the late 1920s as a social club for students at the University of Illinois. The group was formed to promote discipline and responsibility among the student body. It was modeled after a secret society called the Egypt Club, which was known for its strict rules and rigorous standards.

One of the most interesting aspects of the Brass Monkey Club was its connection to World War II. It was said that the club members were involved in espionage activities, using their network of contacts to gather intelligence and spread misinformation. The club even had a secret code that was used to communicate with other secret societies across the country.

Despite its reputation for secrecy, the Brass Monkey Club is remembered today as a symbol of student tradition and a source of pride for the university. Its legacy lives on in the drink that bears its name, the Brass Monkey, which is still enjoyed by students and alumni alike.

You're never too far away to SAVE MR. NORM'S GRAND-PAULING DODGE
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Soccer Tie, X-C Last

by Harvey Schultz

Exposing a fatal Weak spot: lack of strategy and team spirit, a student soccer team opened the 1972 season with a tie against the TIIT soccer team in the Ray Schilling Invitational. The visitors from Triuniversity, the Techs fared in the loss of the first half. After that, the team played evenly, with each team scoring once in the second half. The tie was scored in the 90th minute, giving the TIIT team a 1-1 draw.

Guest at Freshman Home Game: Harvard was the Freshman Home Game of the season, with the Freshman team playing against the TIIT Freshman team. The Freshman team played well, with a young and promising defense. The game was played in front of a noisy crowd, with the TIIT team on offense and the Freshman team on defense. Despite the efforts of the TIIT team, the Freshman team managed to hold their ground and secure a tie.

Coach John Hately: Coaches are always under pressure in their first college games, especially against a talented opponent. According to Techs coach John Hately, the team was confident and played well, with a strong defense and a solid midfield. The team's performance was impressive, and they secured a valuable tie against a tough TIIT team.

IM-IF Rules Review

by Harvey Schultz

As all good bureaucrats organize, intramural and Inter-Faculty (IF) team competitions for fall sports begin. After all, the same rules apply: no cheating, no trades, and no refunds. The highlighting sport of the entire fall season is surely the IM-IF schedule, which has gotten underway, with a new venue and different rules. Signa Phi Epsilon was guilty of violating a rule of the schedule and was fined for the violation. In addition, IF has gone into a single-division format and round-robin play. However, division play and single-elimination outcomes are the rule in the IM-IF schedule. To accommodate the new schedule, the first-round games were held in October. In addition, all IM-IF games were held in September. The reason for the changed schedule was to accommodate the new league format. IM-IF are typical of intramural and IF soccer action.

Soccer, Fall Baseball In Full Swing

by Harvey Schultz

Fierce action on the field is typical of intramural and IF soccer action. Wet Techs fared well against King Rick.

by Harvey Schultz

Rick Klein, ITIT baseball coach, certainly seems the team to have the most success this year. In addition, rain delays and weather conditions have caused the Techs to perform well.
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